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ATMNC: ATMospheric Muon Neutrino Calculation code
developed by M. Honda (U of Tokyo, ICRR)

[PRD 83, 123001(2011) and references in it]

• used in Super-Kamiokande atm. ν  analysis 
• Full & 3D simulation 
• several ideas for high speed computation

geomagnetic field based on 
IGRF model

air density profile based on NRLMSISE-00  
• for each month to handle seasonal 
variation

variations to the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model.
However, the difference of air density profile in the polar
regions andmid-latitude regions is larger than the considered
variations in the study. Also there is a large seasonal
variation of the air density profile in the polar region. We
install the NRLMSISE-00 global atmospheric model [1],
which represents proper position dependence and the time
variations on the Earth, to calculate the atmospheric neutrino
flux in the polar and tropical regions.
We have used the international geomagnetic reference

field (IGRF) geomagnetic field model [3] in our calculation,
and it is accurate enough in the polar and tropical
(≂ equatorial) regions. However, the geomagnetic field
strongly affects the atmospheric neutrino flux, and is largely
different in the polar and equatorial regions. The extension in
this paper is also the studyof atmospheric neutrino fluxunder
these widely different geomagnetic field conditions.
The models of primary cosmic ray spectra and inter-

actions are the same as those in Ref. [6]. The models of
primary cosmic rays are constructed based on the AMS01
[15] and BESS [9,16] observations. However, there are
newer cosmic ray observation experiments [17–20], and we
will make a short comment on them and the error of our
calculation in the summary. We note that the combination
of the modified DPMJET-III above 32 GeV and JAM below
that reproduces the observed muon spectra best with the
present cosmic ray spectra model.
In our 3D calculations of the atmospheric neutrino flux,

we followed the motion of all the cosmic rays, which

penetrate the rigidity cutoff, and their secondaries. Then we
examine all the neutrinos produced during their propaga-
tion in the atmosphere and register the neutrinos which hit
the virtual detector assumed around the target neutrino
observation site. Therefore, we do not need a change in the
calculation scheme other than the atmospheric model to
calculate the atmospheric neutrino flux at a new site in the
polar and tropical regions.
In this paper, we study in detail the atmospheric neutrino

flux at the India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) site
ðlat; lonÞ ¼ ð9°5900; 77°1600Þ for the tropical and equatorial
region, and the South Pole (−90°0000; 0°0000) and Pyhäsalmi
(63°4000; 6°4100) mine (Finland) for the polar regions. Also
we compare the atmospheric neutrino flux calculated with
the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model and that was
calculated with the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model
at the Super Kamiokande (SK) site (36°2600; 137°1000).
We note that the atmospheric neutrino production height

is important for the analysis of neutrino oscillations as well
as the flux. As the production height is related to the
atmospheric model, we study the production height of
atmospheric neutrinos with the NRLMSISE-00 atmos-
pheric model in detail and compare the atmospheric
neutrino production height with that calculated with the
U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model at the SK site.
The tables for the flux and production height calculated

in this paper are available in the web page, http://www.icrr
.u‑tokyo.ac.jp/~mhonda.
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FIG. 1 (color online). The ratio of air density in the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model to that of U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric
model for the SK site (KAM), INO site (INO), South Pole (SPL), and Pyhäsalmi mine (PYH), in four seasons: March–May,
June–August, September–November, and December–February.
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II. NRLMSISE-00 ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

NRLMSISE-00 [1] is an empirical, global model of the
Earth’s atmosphere from ground to space. It models the
temperatures and densities of the atmosphere’s compo-
nents. However, the air density profile is the most important
quantity in the calculation of atmospheric neutrino flux.
We calculate the ratio of the air density in four seasons
(March–May, June–August, September–November, and
December–February) at the SK site (KAM), INO site
(INO), South Pole (SPL), and Pyhäsalmi mine (PYH),
comparing the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model to the
U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model, and show it in
Fig. 1 as a function of altitude.
In the tropical region (INO), we see a ∼20% larger air

density than the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model at
the altitude of ∼15km above sea level (a.s.l.). However,
except for that, the air density profile is similar to the
U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model, and there is almost
no seasonal variation by the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric
model. In the mid-latitude region (KAM), we find seasonal
variations but they are small, and the air density profile is
close to that of the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model
through all the seasons below 40 km a.s.l. On the other
hand, we find large seasonal variations in the polar regions
(SPL and PYH) above 10 km a.s.l., especially at the South
Pole. At the Pyhäsalmi mine, the air density profile is
similar to that of the U.S.-standard 1976 atmospheric model
below 10 km a.s.l., but at the South Pole, the air density
decreases quicker than that even below 10 km a.s.l.
Thus, we expect some seasonal variations of atmospheric

neutrino flux except for the tropical region, and study it in
some detail with the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model
in Sec. V.

III. GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AND SITES

We have already reported a large effect of geomagnetic
field on the calculation of atmospheric neutrino flux for
several sites in mid-latitude, such as SK and SNO sites
[4,6], through the rigidity cutoff and muon bending.
As a naive illustration of the rigidity cutoff, consider

the gyro motion of cosmic rays guided by the horizontal
component of the geomagnetic field near the Earth. The
cosmic rays with a very small radius of gyro motion cannot
arrive at a very close point to the Earth. As the radius of
the gyro motion becomes larger, the cosmic rays can access
the point, but the Earth works as a slant shield, limiting the
access azimuth angle of cosmic rays. When the radius is
large enough, the Earth becomes a flat shield just limiting
the upward-going cosmic rays, and the limitation on the
access azimuth angle disappears. This mechanism is called
the rigidity cutoff.
The effect of the muon bending on the atmospheric

neutrino flux is often explained by the difference of the
arrival zenith angle of neutrinos from that without the muon

bending by the geomagnetic field. As the atmospheric
neutrino flux above a few GeV has a large arrival zenith
angle dependence, a little difference of the zenith angle
results in a large difference of the flux separately visible
from the rigidity cutoff at these energies. For the difference
of the arrival zenith angle, the horizontal component of the
geomagnetic field is responsible.
Thus, the horizontal component of geomagnetic field

(Bh) is an important parameter to understand the effects of
the rigidity cutoff and muon bending. In Fig. 2, we draw
the strength of the horizontal component of the geomag-
netic field using the IGRF geomagnetic model for the year
2010 with the position of the SK site (Bh ∼ 30000 nT),
INO site (Bh ∼ 40000 nT), South Pole (Bh ∼ 16000 nT),
and Pyhásalmi mine (Bh ∼ 13000 nT) for which we are
going to calculate the atmospheric neutrino flux.

IV. CALCULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC
NEUTRINO FLUX

Except for the atmospheric model, the calculation
scheme, including the interaction model and the cosmic
ray spectra model, are the same as in the previous work [6].
We assume the surface of the Earth as a sphere with radius
of Re ¼ 6378.140 km. In addition, we assume two more
spheres, the injection sphere with a radius of Rinj ¼ Re þ
100 km and escape sphere with radius Resc ¼ 10 × Re.
Before Ref. [5], we assumed one more, the simulation
sphere with radius of Rsim (Rinj < Rsim < Resc). We dis-
carded the cosmic rays which go outside of this sphere after
the injection. We took Rsim ¼ Re þ 3000 km in Ref. [5].
However, now we identify the simulation sphere and the
escape sphere by taking Rsim ¼ Resc after Ref. [6].
For each cosmic ray event simulation, we sample an

energy and a chemical composition of a cosmic ray to
simulate, according to the cosmic ray spectra model. Then
we sample the position and the initial direction of the
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FIG. 2 (color online). The horizontal component and the sites,
Kamioka (KAM), South Pole (SPL), INO site (INO), and
Pyhäsalmi mine (PYH). where atmospheric neutrino flux is
calculated.

ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO FLUX CALCULATION USING … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 023004 (2015)

023004-3
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p + A → hout + X

Beam experiment for hadronic interaction measurement is 
usually inclusive

beam particle

target

observable

unknown

• multiplicity n(pin) of hout 
• pout distribution of hout 
• θout distribution of  hout

ATMNC adopts inclusive code for speed-up

what they measure

→ only see hout, ignore X

 pout-θout distribution of 
p+C→π+ + X 

(p=31GeV, from NA61/SHINE)

m
ultiplicity [/rad/G

eV]



cont.
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Hadronic interaction in ATMNC is also inclusive

hin + Air → hout + X

1) generate Nπ+(pin) π+s

(hout : π+,-,0,K+,-,0,p,n,p,n)

2) pout of each π+ are randomly 
sampled from Eout/Ein distribution

… also the same for other particles
• not correct for single CR event 
→ by accumulating statistics, correct flux is reproduced

ex) π+ production from p + A
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pre-simulated tables 
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- -

N(Ein), Eout(Ein), θ(Ein,Eout)

3) projectile angle of the π+ is 
also sampled from cosθ 
distribution 



cont.
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Hadronic interaction in ATMNC is also inclusive

p + A → hout + X

1) generate Nπ+(pin) π+s

(hout : π+,-,0,K+,-,0,p,n,p,n)

2) pout and θout of each π+ are 
randomly sampled from pout 
and θout tables

ignore

… also the same for other particles
• not correct for single CR event 
→ by accumulating statistics, correct flux is reproduced

ex) π+ production
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(visualize as 2D hist.)

pre-simulated tables 
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E of proton [GeV]

• made from event generator 
• JAM (Einc<EJAM = 31.6 GeV) 

• dpmjet3  (Einc>EJAM)

for every combination of hin x hout 
• h = p,n,p,n,π+,-,0,K+,-,0 +(e,γ for JAM hout)

for each Ein  
• 25 division from 0.1GeV—EJAM 
• 10 division from EJAM—103 TeV 

• equal space in log scale

multiplicity table, Eout/Ein table

cosθout table
for every combination of hin x hout

• h = p,n,p,n,π+,-,0,K+,-,0 +(e,γ for JAM hout)
for each Ein & Eout

• 13 division for Ein 
• 40 division for Eout 

• equal space in log scale

K. Niita et al., Radiat. Meas. 41, 1080 (2006) 
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uncertainty of the interaction cross section works with opposing effects for atmospheric

muons and neutrinos, the error of the interaction cross section introduces an error in the

calibration of interaction model with the atmospheric muon flux data. On the other hand,

as we use the observed atmospheric density profile, the calibration is not affected by the

error of the atmospheric model. We use ∆φν only in Fig. 9 of Paper I as the δair. All

these uncertainties, δπ(δµ), δφK , δφσ, δφair, and δtot, are summarized in Fig. 11. Note, the

estimations are conservative, and the maximum uncertainty is shown for all kind of neutrinos

and zenith angles.
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FIG. 11: The uncertainty of each error source for atmospheric neutrino flux and their sum with

Eq. 8. Note, Eq. 9 loses its validity in the shaded region. The total error for ! 1 GeV is estimated

differently from Eq. 8, as stated in the text. Note the statistical and systematic error are not shown

in the figure.

We note, Eq. 9 is valid only for " 1 GeV. We have to estimate δπ without using the

atmospheric muon flux data at ground level. In Fig. 12, we show the study of the muon flux

at balloon altitudes at Fort Sumner [27]. The modified DPMJET-III reproduces the muon

flux within ± 10% at ∼ 1 GeV/c, and pµ/pν ratio for the same momentum of parent π’s

remains ∼3 even at the lower momenta, due to the small energy loss of muons at balloon

altitudes. However, the distance of the production and observation places are longer than the

muons observed at ground level. The muon decay in this distance make Eq. 9 less accurate

for ! 1 GeV. We conservatively estimate 20% errors for pion productions responsible to the

atmospheric neutrino at ∼0.3 GeV.

Note, the uncertainty studied above is for all the kind of neutrinos, and for all zenith

angles. Limiting the kind of neutrino and the zenith angle, we may get a smaller estimation

17

uncertainty of ATMNC flux
[M. Honda et. al, PRD75, 043006(2007)]

hadron production
hadronic cross-section

dominant uncertainty of ATMNC comes from  
the uncertainty of hadronic interaction

}



 hadron interaction uncertainty
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• Honda-san’s study using cosmic-ray muon flux
p

π,K ν
μhad. int.

μ & ν are produced in the same mechanism
→ response of μ flux to the change of hadron interaction 
strongly correlated to response of ν flux

where δπ is the uncertainty due to the uncertainty of π production in the hadronic interaction

model, δK is due to the K production, δσ due to the hadronic interaction cross sections, δair

due to the atmospheric density profile, δscheme due to the calculation scheme including any

bugs in the code, and δstat due to statistical errors. The solar modulation of the cosmic rays

and mountains above the neutrino detector cause sizable effects on the atmospheric neutrino

flux. However, they are not a true uncertainty and they are included in our calculation

correctly.

The statistical error in the Monte Carlo study is smaller than 1% below 3 TeV and 3%

below 10 TeV for νµ and ν̄µ. For νe and ν̄µ, it is a little worse and smaller than 1% below

10 GeV, 3% below 3 TeV, and around 10% at 10 TeV. However, the statistical error is much

smaller than those from other uncertainty sources. The largest error due to the calculation

scheme is the finite size effect of the virtual detector, which we studied in detail in Sec. II.

With the procedure proposed there, the remaining error would be much smaller than 1%.

We do not discuss δscheme and δstat in the following.

In Paper I, we have proven that the error of π productions in the hadronic interaction

model affects the atmospheric muon and neutrino fluxes produced by the π decay at the

same rate, namely
∆φµ

φµ

≃
∆φνµ

φνµ

≃
∆φνe

φνe

(9)

above 1 GeV. We may estimate δπ from the comparison of the observation and calculation

of the atmospheric muon flux. Since the atmospheric muon flux below 1 TeV comes almost

only from the π decay, we use the sum of the experimental error and the residual of the

reconstruction as the ∆φµ in Eq. 9 (see Fig. 15 of Paper I). Then we replace δπ in Eq. 8 with

(∆φµ/φµ)φν , where φν is the sum of π and K contributions for a conservative estimation.

The estimated uncertainty is depicted by the solid line above 1 GeV in Fig. 11.

For the δK , we used the modified calculation schemes studied in Sec. III. We assumed

the maximum neutrino flux difference from the modified DPMJET-III among them as δK .

The maximum difference for all kinds of neutrino for vertical direction is depicted by the

dashed line in Fig. 11, since that variation is the largest of all zenith angles. Each difference

is a little larger, but similar to that shown in the left panel of Fig. 10. Note, the maximum

difference from the modified DPMJET-III is seen in the modified primary flux model in

most of the cases.

For δσ, we assumed the difference |∆φµ − ∆φν | in the Fig. 10 of Paper I. Since the

16

*In TAUP2019 Honda-san 
shows the possibility that         
μ at ~4500 m altitude covers 
the phase space of low-E ν 
[ arXiv:1908.08765 (astro-ph.HE)]

Unfortunately, μ correlated to <1GeV ν 
has too low energy to observe at 
ground level

→ large uncertainty in <1 GeV
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to reduce the uncertainty
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Nagoya group
Y. Itow  
H. Menjo 
K. Sato

start the study to incorporate the hadron 
production measurement by beam 
experiment into ATMNC directly
• Since this April

HARP, BNL, NA61/SHINE, EMPHATIC …

several measurement are conducted/planned  
(mainly for long-baseline ν experiment)

→ reflect these measurement by referring the method used in T2K 



to reduce the uncertainty
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Nagoya group
Y. Itow  
H. Menjo 
K. Sato

start the study to incorporate the hadron 
production measurement in beam 
experiment into ATMNC directly
• Since this April

HARP, BNL, NA61/SHINE, EMPHATIC …

several measurement are conducted/planned  
(mainly for long-baseline ν experiment)

→ reflect these measurement by referring the method used in T2K 

Maybe the measurement data is insufficient but…
• will complement the phase space where Honda-san’s muon study 

does not covered
• can reveal which phase space is important for atm. ν simulation, 

and feed back to the future beam experiment



to reduce the uncertainty
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Nagoya group
Y. Itow  
H. Menjo 
K. Sato

start the study to incorporate the hadron 
production measurement in beam 
experiment into ATMNC directly
• Since this April

HARP, BNL, NA61/SHINE, EMPHATIC …

several measurement are conducted/planned  
(mainly for long-baseline ν experiment)

→ reflect these measurement by referring the method used in T2K 
a common treatment of sys. error of hadronic interaction
→ can discuss correlation of sys. error between T2K and SK,HK

Maybe the measurement data is insufficient but…
• will complement the phase space where Honda-san’s muon study 

does not covered
• can reveal which phase space is important for atm. ν simulation, 

and feed back to the beam experiment
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 weighting method in T2K
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FIG. 23: Comparisons of �prod measurements and the values used in the simulation (solid line for FLUKA and
dashed line for GCALOR), for incident protons (top left) and charged pions (top right), K+ (bottom left) and K�

(bottom right).

the flux is evaluated by constructing a covariance matrix
from the N re-weighted versions of the flux prediction:

Vij =
1

N

k=NX

k=1

(�i
nom � �i

k)(�
j
nom � �j

k). (16)

Here the �i
nom are the nominal flux and i specifies the

neutrino energy bin, flavor and detector at which the flux
is evaluated. The �i

k are the corresponding bins of the
kth re-weighted version of the flux. Flux uncertainties
evaluated with this method are the hadron interaction
uncertainties and the proton beam profile uncertainties.

The second method for evaluating uncertainties is ap-
plied for uncertainties represented by variations of the
flux due to changes in a single underlying parameter. For
these uncertainties the flux is typically re-simulated for
variations of the parameter at ±1�. As with the previous
method a covariance matrix is calculated:

Vij =
1

2
[(�i

nom��i
+
)(�j

nom��j
+
)+(�i

nom��i
�)(�

j
nom��j

�)].

(17)

The �i
+

and �i
� are the re-simulated flux for +1� and

�1� variations of the underlying parameter.
The combined uncertainty on the flux prediction is

simply represented by the sum of the covariances from
each independent source of uncertainty described in the
following text. Since the flux is evaluated as a covariance
between bins in neutrino energy, neutrino flavor, and neu-
trino detector, the covariance between the flux prediction
at the near and far detectors is included. The covariance
can be used directly in an extrapolation method, or to
calculate the uncertainty on a far-to-near ratio.

A. Hadron interaction uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties associated with the
hadronic interactions come from a variety of sources. One
of them is the experimental uncertainties in the data. An-
other is the scaling of the di↵erential production yields to
di↵erent incident particle momenta (see Section IVC2).
In addition, the systematic e↵ects associated with the ex-

[from the T2K paper]
 had.-production cross-section of p + C,Al
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FIG. 16: The di↵erential production weights from
NA61/SHINE data for ⇡+ (top), ⇡� (middle) and K+

(bottom).

production data. Since these data sets only measure the
di↵erential production at points that cover a small mo-
mentum and angular range, it is necessary to interpolate
between the data points to find the weights for interme-
diate simulated production. A bi-cubic spline interpo-
lation is performed to each data set separately, and the
resulting di↵erential production cross sections are shown
in Fig. 19.

Since these data sets do not include points on carbon,
the data on Be are compared to the FLUKA prediction
for Be at the same incident particle momentum as the
data set. The ratios of the data and FLUKA predic-
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FIG. 17: Examples of the material scaling exponent ↵
fit for a few angular bins in the [27] K+ data.
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FIG. 18: The di↵erential production weights for
GCALOR from A-scaled NA61/SHINE data for ⇡+

(top), ⇡� (bottom).

tions are evaluated and the corresponding distributions
of weights from each data set are shown in Fig. 20.
The weights in Fig. 20 are converted to the xF � pT

basis and applied assuming xF scaling. The Eichten data
are used in regions covered by that data set, but not cov-
ered by the NA61/SHINE K+ data. The Allaby data are
used in regions covered by that data set, but not covered

[from the T2K paper]

weight for p + C → π＋ +  X

They correct their MC by applying weight. [ref: PRD 87, 012001 (2013)]

W =
PData

PMC
=

�Data

�MC
exp{�L⇢ (�Data � �MC)}

<latexit sha1_base64="Lj5mPfL63xN9CojbqPU3oaVv64Q=">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</latexit>

flight length

W =

⇣
dn

dpd✓

⌘

Data⇣
dn

dpd✓

⌘

MC
<latexit sha1_base64="GJcT7uDxqbWpW3IVxnDvX2IU4gg=">AAACRHicjVDPaxNBGP02thpja6MevQwNQnsJu1GoCEKgHrwIEcwPyIYwO/ttMmR2dpn5VgjL/nFe/AO8+Rd46aGleBUnPw5t2kMfDLx57318My/KlbTk+7+92qO9/cdP6k8bzw4Onx81X7wc2KwwAvsiU5kZRdyikhr7JEnhKDfI00jhMFqcr/zhdzRWZvobLXOcpHymZSIFJydNm+Mh+8jCxHBRhgoTOtnwWFdlnMchzZF4FRo5m9PptPzE3a16SPLLeVVNmy2/7a/B7pJgS1rdOqzRmzZ/hXEmihQ1CcWtHQd+TpOSG5JCYdUIC4s5Fws+w7GjmqdoJ+W6hIq9cUrMksy4o4mt1ZsTJU+tXaaRS6ac5nbXW4n3eeOCkveTUuq8INRisygpFKOMrRplsTQoSC0d4cJI91Ym5tx1Q673hish2P3yXTLotIO37c7Xd63uh00bUIfXcAwnEMAZdOEz9KAPAn7AH7iEK++nd+Fde3830Zq3nXkFt+D9+w+56rRd</latexit>



requirement for beam measurement
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νp or α

 simulation with ATMNC

only a few between the 1ry and ν 
• of course 1ry interact once 
• 2nd, 3rd,… hadrons also induce 

0.5-1.2 times interaction

How many hadron interactions?

check what beam measurement is needed for atm. ν production 
• beamE? • kind of beam particle (hin) and observable particle (hout)?
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requirement for beam measurement
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νp or α

 simulation with ATMNC

only a few between the 1ry and ν 
• of course 1ry interact once 
• 2nd, 3rd,… hadrons also induce 

0.5-1.2 times interaction

How many hadron interactions?

check what beam measurement is needed for atm. ν production 
• kind of beam particle (hin) and observable particle (hout)? • beamE?

average
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to produce νμ 
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cont.
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p n  π+ K+  K0
dash: anti-particle

particle type of 2,3,…-th hadron  
causing hadronic interaction

In sub- or multi- GeV region,  
p,n is dominant

beam particle : p

incident p,n momentum involved 
in hadron interaction in νμ chain

beam energy : ~5—100 GeV

peak of the incident p & n momentum 
ranges 5—100 GeV

pr
ot
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 m
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suitable beam measurement
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 particle emitted from hadron 
interaction in νμ chain

(incident particle: proton)
p n  π+ K+  K0

dash: anti-particle

kind of emitted particle 
• π+-,p,n  
• K+- also contributes

observed particle : π±, K±, p

target beam P [GeV] hout ref.
HARP Be 8.9 π+ Eur. Phys. J. C52(2007)  

HARP C 12 π+,π- Astr. Phys. 29 (2008) 257  
NA61/SHINE C 31 p,π+-,K+- Eur. Phy. J. C76 (2016)

BNL Be 6.4,12.3,17.5 π+,π- PRC77 015209 (2008)

# 
 e

ve
nt

s 
[%

]

• beam particle: p 
• observed particle: p,π,K
• beam energy: ~5—100 GeV



Does measurement 
 cover phase space?
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32 < pin < 40 GeV 
hout = π+

hout = proton

covered by  
NA61

covered by  
NA61

p[GeV]

θ[
ra

d]

p[GeV]

θ[
ra

d]

8< pin < 14 GeV 
xout = π+

4< pin < 8 GeV 
xout = π+

p[GeV]

θ[
ra

d]

θ range of  
BNL

θ range of  
HARP

p[GeV]

We need some parameterization 
• to cover phase space 
• to scale to different incident energy 



current status
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apply weighting method to ATMNC
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Weighting online is too time-consuming  
→ restore hin, pin, hout, pout, xvtx of all hadron interaction 

related to ν hitting the detector 
→ apply weight at offline

ATMNC (=σMC)
p+Al data (from T2K paper [PRD 87, 012001 (2013)] )
p+C data (from T2K paper [PRD 87, 012001 (2013)] )
Denisov et. al. [ Nucl. Phys. B61, 62 (1973) ]
Carroll et. al.  [ PLB80, 3 (1979) ]
--- & --- :to calculate weight (=σData) 

had. production cross-section

W =
�Data

�MC
exp{�L (< ⇢�Data > � < ⇢�MC >)}

<latexit sha1_base64="IrzCiKyuQWZo2rG8NTBIaU0W1Lk=">AAACSHicbVDLahtBEOyV85CVlxIfc1ksAs7BYtcOJATHCJxDDjE4EFkGjVh6R73S4NkHM73BYtnP88XH3PINvvjgEHLLSDIhslMwUFPVRc9UXGhlOQh+eI21e/cfPGyutx49fvL0Wfv5i2Obl0ZSX+Y6NycxWtIqoz4r1nRSGMI01jSITw/m/uAbGavy7CvPChqlOMlUoiSyk6J2NPggEoOyElZNUoyqj8hY13+vhwd1LeisENX2Z6Ep4a09Yab5yvT+9ormIvvCqMmUX4s6aneCbrCAf5eEN6TTa8ICR1H7uxjnskwpY6nR2mEYFDyq0LCSmuqWKC0VKE9xQkNHM0zJjqpFEbX/yiljP8mNOxn7C/XfRIWptbM0dpMp8tTe9ubi/7xhycm7UaWyomTK5HJRUmqfc3/eqj9WhiTrmSMojXJv9eUUXa/sum+5EsLbX75Ljne64W5358ubTu/9sg1owkvYhC0I4S304BMcQR8knMMlXMNP78K78n55v5ejDe8mswEraDT+ACyctFU=</latexit>

Now finished to implement the weight for cross-section



impact of the weight for cross-section
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ATMNC original
w/ weight 
w/ weight

νμ flux

ratio (➗  black)

pν[GeV]

W
ev

en
t

100 102

weight (based on the green 
line in the previous page)



next step: weight for p-θ 
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NA61 (pbeam=31GeV) ATMNC (pin=31GeV)

Weight table
( NA61 / ATMNC)

=

÷

to do ( in the next 1-2 months) 
• make tables for HARP & BNL 

• parameterization to cover shortage 
of measured phase space 

• scale to different beam energy
Then, evaluate how the uncertainty of 
beam experiment measurement 
propagate to ν flux uncertainty.



summary
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• Honda’s ATMNC  
• Full & 3D simulation code to calculate atm. ν flux  
• inclusive hadron interaction for speed up 
• main uncertainty comes from hadronic interaction 

• activity of Nagoya group 
• incorporate the beam measurement for hadron production 

into ATMNC 
• implementing T2K-style weight 

• enables common treatment of the sys. uncertainty of 
hadronic interaction between T2K and SK 

• current status 
• check the required phase space 
• implement the weight for cross section 
• now preparing the weight for p-θ distribution


